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Abstrat
We investigate the problem of whether one an antiipate any features of the
graviton without a detailed knowledge of a full quantum theory of gravity. Assum-
ing that in linearized gravity the graviton is in a sense similar to the photon, we
derive a urious large number oinidene between the number of gravitons emit-
ted by a solar planet during its orbital period and the number of its onstituent
nuleons (the oinidene is less exat for extra solar planets sine their sample is
observationally biased). The oinidene raises a oneptual problem of quantum
mehanism of graviton emission and we show that the problem has no intuitive
solution and there is no physial piture of quantum emission from a marosopi
body. In Einstein's general relativity the analogy between the graviton and the
photon turns out ill founded. A generi relationship between quanta of a quantum
eld and plane waves of the orresponding lassial eld is broken in the ase of full
GR. The graviton annot be lassially approximated by a generi pp wave nor by
its speial ase, the exat plane wave. Furthermore and most important, the ADM
energy is a zero frequeny harateristi of any asymptotially at gravitational
eld, this means that any general relationship between energy and frequeny is a
priori impossible. In partiular the formula E = h¯ω does not hold. The gravi-
ton must have features dierent from those of the photon and these annot be
predited from lassial general relativity.
∗
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1 Introdution
The notion of graviton is popular in modern physis even though any version of quantum
gravity (e.g. loop quantum gravity) is still far from providing a well grounded derivation
of the onept. The notion is based on pure analogy with quantum theory of other elds,
notably eletromagneti eld. Aording to general rules of QFT quantum elds are the
basi ingredients of any matter and partiles are the quanta, i.e. grains (or bundles)
of the fourmomentum of the elds. The graviton, like the photon, is a fully quantum
objet. In the ase of eletromagneti eld the photon may be approximated, in the
low energy limit, by a lassial plane monohromati wave and the photon's energy E is
related to the wave frequeny ω by the PlankEinstein formula E = h¯ω or relativisti-
ally, pµ = h¯kµ, kµ being the wave fourvetor. Historially, Einstein and others followed
in the opposite diretion and assoiated a quantum of the eletromagneti eld with a
monohromati plane wave. Their onjeture was then fully onrmed in the framework
of QED and later in other quantum eld theories. The onjeture, though being a basis
for the transition to the quantum theory, is ompatible with lassial eletrodynamis
and in onjuntion with the very onept of a quantum may be antiipated in the las-
sial theory. Namely, a general radiation eld may be deomposed into plane waves and
then the total fourmomentum is an integral over the momentum spae of a produt
of a relativisti salar and kµ; the salar may be interpreted as the number of photons,
eah with pµ = h¯kµ. In this sense the wavepartile duality is already grounded in the
lassial eld theory.
The onept of graviton has been based on this analogy and it works in quantum
linearized gravity, though not without reservation, see set. 4. The problem is whether
it may also work in full nonlinear general relativity, the latter being not a eld theory
in Minkowski spaetime but a theory of the spaetime geometry itself. The well known
diulties with onstruting a quantum theory of gravity learly indiate that great
aution is needed whenever one assigns a priori any property to the quantum gravi-
tational eld. It is rather expeted that the graviton is drastially dierent from the
photon and the quanta of other matter elds.
In setion 2 we assume that the onept of graviton is legitimate in quantum lin-
earized gravity and we apply it to the lassial quadrupole formula in the ase of grav-
itationally radiating planets orbiting around the Sun. We nd then a large number
oinidene (numbers of order 1050 for the Earth and 1054 for Jupiter) between the
number of radiated away gravitons and the number of nuleons in the emitting planet.
In the ase of eight extrasolar planets with known all the orbital parameters neessary
to ompute the radiated power, the large number oinidene is less onspiuous (the
two numbers may dier by a fator 104) and the divergene is likely to be due to an ob-
servational bias. The oinidene seems to be rather aidental (at present there are no
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hints that it may arise from the rst priniples), nevertheless it is interesting in its own
and moreover it raises a problem of a physial mehanism responsible for the emission of
gravitons by a marosopi body. We disuss the problem of the mehanism in setion
3 and argue, by analogy with QED, that no physial piture of the quantum emission
of gravitons (by the individual nuleons? by the whole planet?) may be found and
one's belief in the orretness of this and other preditions of quantized linear gravity is
founded solely on making alulations in the framework of this theory.
Setion 4 is the heart of the work. We show there how the onept of photon is antii-
pated in CED and how the analogous reasoning in linearized general relativity is plagued
with troubles with the notion of the gravitational energy density. In full GR the situa-
tion is muh worse: if the hypothetial graviton arries energy E and momentum p then
it annot be lassially approximated by the pp waves sine the only value of the ADM
energy and momentum that may be assoiated with the waves is zero. Furthermore,
the ADM energy of any asymptotially at spaetime is eetively a harge (omputed
at the spatial innity) and thus it annot be lassially related to a frequeny dierent
from zero. The fundamental relation between energy and wave frequeny in quantum
theory of any matter, E = h¯ω, is broken in quantum gravity. If the gravitational eld
has a quantum nature (what is not so obvious in the light of reent ideas of emergent
gravity) and its quantum does exist, no properties of the graviton an be antiipated
from lassial general relativity (applying standard quantum mehanis) and the anal-
ogy with the photon is false. In other terms, if quantum gravity eets do exist, the
orrespondene between quantum and lassial gravity is more sophistiated than in
other quantum elds and any signs of the quantum eets appear in Einstein's general
relativity at plaes where we annot imagine them at present.
2 The quadrupole formula, gravitons and a large num-
ber oinidene
In the linearized version of general relativity (the bakground spaetime is Minkowski
spae) the gravitational radiation emitted by any isolated system of masses is dominated
by the quadrupole omponent. The power of this radiation is given by the quadrupole
formula. We onsider radiation from planets on irular orbits of radius r around the
Sun. Let m be a planet's mass and M the Solar mass. Then the emitted power P of
gravitational radiation is expressed in terms of the redued mass µ of the system and
the angular veloity of the rotating quadrupole ω,
P =
32G
5c5
µ2ω6r4. (1)
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The angular veloity of any planet is determined by the third Kepler's law,
T = 2π
√√√√ r3
G(M +m)
,
where T is the planet's period of revolution around the Sun. Then eq. (1) takes the
form
P =
32G4
5c5
M2(M +m)m2
r5
. (2)
The angular veloity ω of the rotating quadrupole is equal to the frequeny of the emit-
ted monohromati gravitational waves.
If the gravitational interation is fundamentally of quantum nature, then aording
to our interpretation of quantum eld theory we expet that a lassial gravitational
wave is atually a bundle of gravitons. Here one makes two ruial assumptions. First,
that any quantum theory of gravity should redue, in the weak eld approximation
and under some other assumptions (whih are presently unknown), to linearized gen-
eral relativity, i.e. the quadrupole formula should be valid in an appropriate limiting
ase. Seond, at least in some approximation, the general piture of a quantized eld
as a olletion of partiles being bundles of energy and momentum, applies to quantum
gravity and gravitons are quanta of the gravitational eld. If the two assumptions are
valid one may view the radiation emitted by eah planet as a ux of gravitons with
frequeny ω and wavelength λ = cT . Eah graviton arries energy h¯ω. For the Earth
λ = 1 light year ≈ 1 · 1013 km, and graviton energy is h¯ω ≈ 2 · 10−41J = 1, 3 · 10−22 eV.
In quantum theory the power emitted by a planet is P = nh¯ω, where n is the number
of gravitons emitted within one seond. However omputing of how many gravitons are
emitted by the planet within a seond or in a shorter time interval makes no sense.
The instant of graviton emission may be determined with auray ∆t not exeeding
the wave period T , ∆t ≥ T , and for planets the periods are years (or at least days
for extrasolar planets). Yet a physial meaning may be attributed to the energy PT
radiated away by the planet in the time interval equal to the wave period; this amount
of energy is arried away by Ng gravitons,
Ng =
PT
h¯ω
.
From (2) we get
Ng =
64πG3
5c5h¯
m2M2
r2
. (3)
In a table below we show for four planets: the emitted power P (in watts), the ommon
period T of the waves and of the orbital motion and the number of gravitons Ng emitted
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in the time interval T . If the radiation is viewed as a quantum proess, the planets also
annot be treated as solid lumps with ontinuous mass density, they should be viewed
as disrete systems of many nuleons. Let N = m/mp be the number of nuleons in a
planet, where mp is proton mass. In the last row of the table the ratio Ng/N of the two
large numbers is given.
Planet Merury Earth Jupiter Neptune
P [W℄ 70 200 5400 2, 5 · 10−3
T [years℄ 0,24 1 11,9 165
Ng 6 · 10
48 3 · 1050 1 · 1054 1 · 1050
Ng/N 0,04 0,1 1 2 · 10
−3
The oinidene of the large numbers is evident and is partiularly onspiuous in
the ase of Jupiter. The origin of the oinidene is unlear. It seems at present that
the oinidene is rather aidental and there is no deeper reason for it to our. Nev-
ertheless it is amusing to nd suh a bizarre large number oinidene showing that the
solar system reveals some strange regularities (another one is the Titius-Bode law). It
is interesting to see if something similar ours for planets orbiting other stars. The
"Extrasolar Planets Catalog" [1℄ ontains 181 planets and out of them only 10 planets
have all relevant parameters measured: the star's and planet's mass, the inlination
angle i, the eentriity and the orbital period (or the semi-major axis). Among these
eight planets move on almost irular orbits (the eentriity is small). All these eight
planets have masses of order of Jupiter mass, 1, 9 ·1027kg, while their stars are of masses
omparable to that of the Sun. This sample of planets is strongly observationally biased
for obvious reasons: all the planets are very lose to their stars, the radius of the largest
orbit is only 0,20783 A.U., in all other ases it is smaller than 0,05 A.U. (less than 7 ·106
km). As a onsequene the ratio Ng/N for the eight extrasolar planets varies from 100
for Gliese 876 b (period 60,9 days) to 8 · 104 for OGLE-TR-56 b (period 1,21 days); in
most ases it is of order 104. The seletion bias prevents one from inferring of whether
the large number oinidene found in the Solar system is ommon among planetary
systems or is exeptional.
3 Is anything strange in the onept of graviton?
From eq. (3) one derives
Ng
N
=
64πG3
5c5h¯
mp
mM2
r2
(4)
and it is worth notiing that the ratio Ng/N is a linear funtion of the moving mass
m. If for solar planets it is of order 1, for light bodies Ng/N << 1. For a single hydro-
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gen atom whih lonely orbits around the Sun following the Earth's orbit the radiated
power is P ≈ 2 · 10−101W and Ng ≈ 3 · 10
−53
, or this atom emits one graviton with
λ = 1 light year in 3 · 1052 years. This means that aording to quantum physis a hy-
drogen atom in this state of motion does not radiate at all. Yet if this atom is aptured
by the gravitational fore of the Earth and falls into its atmosphere, the apability of
the atom to radiate will grow many times though its marosopi state of motion (whih
determines the emission power) has remained unhanged. In fat, when the hydrogen
atom enters the atmosphere there appears a orrelation with all the atoms of the planet
sine, aording to eq. (2) P ∝ Ng ∝ m
2
. The puzzle of the orrelation lies in the
fat that the mere eet of being bound to the Earth by its gravity makes the atom to
radiate one graviton per ten years. A problem arises whihas far as we know up to
now has not been learly solved in the ontext of quantum gravity: what is the physial
mehanism of reating quantum gravity orrelations between all atoms (or nuleons) in
a marosopi body whih auses that the number of gravitons emitted by the body
onsisting of N partiles grows as N2?
We emphasize that in lassial linearized gravitational radiation theory the quadrupole
formula and following from it eq. (2) for P rise no doubts. Classially gravitational ra-
diation is by denition a marosopi eet and a whole planet ats as a single emitter,
thus there is no problem of orrelation between its atoms. The ase of a planet orbiting
around a star is slightly misleading beause then all the formulae depend on the two
masses and these enter eqs. (2) and (3) in dierent powers. It would be more lear to
onsider the ase of two equal masses m moving on a irular orbit around the enter
of mass with onstant angular veloity under inuene of a non-gravitational fore or
even one mass on a irular orbit. In the lassial theory all partiles of a given body
give almost equal ontributions to the amplitude of the wave and this implies that the
emitted power is P ∝ m2. The problem appears only when one attempts to desribe
this marosopi proess as a ombination of independent mirosopi eets.
In the ase of eletromagneti radiation (or quatum mehanial emission of any other
elementary partiles) the situation is dierent: eah atom (moleule or nuleus) emits
a photon independently of other atoms. As a result the number of photons emitted by
a system of N mirosopi objets is proportional to N . It is exatly this property of
eletromagneti interations (as well as weak and strong interations) that makes that
quantum physis is physis of the miroworld. Partiles interat with other partiles
individually and not as olletive systems, e.g. a neutrino oming from the spae is
aptured by an individual nuleon in one atom in the Earth rather than by the entire
planet. On the ontrary, both emission and absorption of gravitons by a body is a kind
of olletive proess arising due to the orrelation between all partiles of the body. This
raises a question of whether in quantum gravity are there twopartile proesses at all,
suh as elasti or inelasti sattering of (high energy) graviton on eletron or proton or
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rather should one take into aount a whole system of gravitationally bounded parti-
les (i.e. it is the system that is subjet to a quantum interation with a single graviton)?
To solve the problem we rst ompare the rotating quadrupole of two equal masses
with the ase of an eletri dipole rotating with onstant angular veloity. Let the dipole
onsist of N harges +e (grouped together) and N harges −e at a distane l. Eah
harge +e interats with eah of N negative harges and in this sense the dipole may
be deomposed into N2 pairs +e− e and eah suh elementary dipole radiates indepen-
dently of all others. One then expets that the total radiation power of the dipole is
proportional to N2. And in fat the power of lassial eletromagneti dipole radiation
is proportional to ((d2/dt2)d)2 where d = Nel is the eletri dipole momentum, i.e.
to N2. Thus the lassial pitures of eletromagneti and gravitational radiation from
rotating systems are very similar.
The issue then is whether the quantum piture generates a real problem for gravita-
tional radiation: appearane of quantum gravity orrelations between nuleons in two
bodies at large marosopi distanes. Are there similar eets for other interations? In
quantum eld theory one usually investigates interations between mirosopi objets
and these form our onepts about the quantum world. One an, however, also study
interations of lassial systems with quantum elds, thus the problem is not spei to
gravitation. Consider a marosopi eletri dipole, rotating or osillating, oupled to
quantum eletromagneti eld. In QED a lassial marosopi urrent may be a soure
of the quantum eld and in this ase the number of generated photons is proportional
to N2, i.e. the lassial and quantum omputations do agree [2℄. This means that the
problem of marosopi quantum orrelations - if it exists at all - does appear already
in QED. Yet in QED no one would admit that a radiating marosopi eletri dipole
does generate a oneptual problem.
May be the orret answer is that there is no physial problem at all and it is rather of
psyhologial origin. QED is a well developed and fully reliable theory and if one does
not get a satisfatory answer regarding the nature of quantum orrelations at maro-
sopi distanes in an eletri dipole one does not interpret it as a defet of the theory.
On the ontrary, modern omprehending of QFT implies that searh for a detailed phys-
ial piture of the proess of quantum emission of radiation from marosopi bodies is
groundless. Suh "physial pitures of quantum eets" do not orrespond to anything
real in the physial world and may be misleading. There is no deeper understanding
of quantum proesses beyond the outomes of QFT alulations. There are no hidden
parameters nor deeper insights in quantum world. Quantum theory of gravity is still in
its very initial stage and we do not know whih questions should be put forward and
whih should not.
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4 The issue of gravitons
The onlusion that the lassial quadrupole formula does not reate paradoxes with
the onept of graviton does not ensure that the onept itself is well grounded. The
graviton is a fully quantum objet, nevertheless its notion should be ompatible with
lassial general relativity.
In QED the quantum eletromagneti eld appears as a bundle of photons arrying
energy and momentum of the eld [3℄. In the low energy limit the photon may be
lassially approximated by a plane eletromagneti wave. There is a lear one-to-one
orrespondene between photons and plane waves. In other terms one may preisely
point to where in lassial eletrodynamis one makes the de Broglie onjeture pro-
viding transition to the quantum theory. By this we do not mean the standard generi
proedure of quantizing a lassial eld theory. We do mean that in the lassial ele-
tromagneti eld the plane waves are singled out and already in the lassial theory one
nds unambiguous hints that plane waves are related to quantum objets. In fat, on-
sider the general expliitly relativistially invariant deomposition of the eletromagneti
potential in plane waves with the wave vetor kµ,
Aµ =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
∞
−∞
d4k
[
aµ(k)e
−ikνxν + aµ(k)e
ikνxν
]
δ(kαk
α)θ(k0), (5)
here aµ is the omplex onjugate wave amplitude and θ(k
0) is the Heaviside step funtion
(and the signature is + − −−). Performing integration over k0 one gets the standard
expression
Aµ =
1
2
1
(2π)3/2
∫
∞
−∞
d3k
k0
[
aµ(k)e
−ikνxν + aµ(k)e
ikνxν
]
(6)
with k0 = |k| > 0. Here the Lorentz invariant 3-dimensional integration measure is
d3k/k0. The total energy and momentum of the eld is
P µ =
1
c
∫
R3
T 0µ d3x,
where T µν is the symmetri (gauge invariant) energy-momentum tensor (we use onven-
tions of ref. [4℄). Inserting (6) one replaes the integral over the whole physial spae
with an integral over the momentum 3-spae
1
[5℄
P µ =
−1
8πc
∫
∞
−∞
d3k
k0
aν(k)a
ν(k) kµ. (7)
The Lorentz gauge ondition requires aνk
ν = 0 what implies, sine kµ is null, that both
the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude vetor are spaelike vetors (if they are
1
It is worth notiing that one annot obtain an analogous Lorentz ovariant formula using the
spetral deomposition of the eld strength instead of the potential.
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null they are gradients), then aνa
ν < 0. Therefore the quantity
−1
8πc
d3k
k0
aν(k)a
ν(k)
is a Lorentz salar whih is positive and vanishes only for Aµ = 0 and has dimension
ML
2
T
−1
, i.e. the dimension of Plank onstant. It is here that one makes the Plank
Einsteinde Broglie onjeture: the quantity is equal to n(ω)dω h¯, where h¯ is a new
universal dimensional onstant signalling transition to quantum eets and n(ω)dω is a
number of quantum "partiles" (photons) determined (and denoted) by the wave vetor
k where the values of k belong to the interval [k, k+dk] with k = k0 = |k| = ω/c. Then
P µ =
∫
∞
0
n(ω)dω h¯kµ (8)
and the total energy and momentum of the eld is interpreted as a sum over all quan-
tum partiles, eah arrying four-momentum equal h¯kµ. In this sense, apart from and
independently of the quantization formalism, there is a diret and physially lear rela-
tionship between lassial and quantum eletromagneti elds.
In linearized general relativity the relationship between the lassial and quantum
elds may be derived in an analogous way though there are some troubles. There
are two approahes to the problem. The rst approah is based on the use of the
eld equations alone. A metri perturbation gµν = ηµν + hµν around Minkowski spae
gives rise to the linearized Riemann tensor whih is gauge invariant and applying the
harmoni gauge ondition hµν ,ν = 0 and h ≡ η
µνhµν = 0 the eld equations are redued
to ✷hµν ≡ ∂
α∂αhµν = 0. Analogously to the eletromagneti ase a general solution in
this gauge is
hµν =
1
2
1
(2π)3/2
∫
∞
−∞
d3k
k0
[
aµν(k)e
−ikαxα + aµν(k)e
ikαxα
]
(9)
with kµkµ = 0 and the wave amplitude (the polarization pseudotensor) is restrited by
aµνk
ν = 0 and ηµνaµν = 0. One then introdues a Lorentz ovariant energymomentum
pseudotensor tµν whih is the seondorder part in hµν of the Rii tensor, see e.g. [6℄.
For a single monohromati wave the pseudotensor averaged over a spaetime region of
size muh larger than |k|−1 is
〈tµν〉 =
c4
16πG
kµkνaαβa
αβ . (10)
The pseudosalar aαβa
αβ
is nonnegative, in fat, by a Lorentz transformation one may
get kµ = k0(1,−1, 0, 0) and the harmoni gauge implies aµ1 = aµ0 and a33 = −a22. The
polarization pseudotensor has then 5 independent omponents and under the remaining
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gauge transformations, aµν → aµν + ǫµkν + ǫνkµ, where ǫµ(k) is a Lorentz ovariant
omplex vetor subjet to ǫµk
µ = 0, three of them are hanged and may be set equal to
zero and only the other two, a22 and a23 remain gauge invariant. The heliity ±2 plane
wave is desribed by a22 and a23. One gets
aαβa
αβ = 2|a22|
2 + 2|a23|
2 > 0
and this fat allows one to assign the number n of gravitons, eah having the four
momentum h¯ kµ, to unit volume of the plane wave [6℄,
n =
c2
8πGh¯
ω(|a22|
2 + |a23|
2). (11)
The other approah seems more reliable sine one formulates the linearized general rela-
tivity as a Lagrangian theory for a massless spin2 eld in at spaetime. To this end one
generates a Lagrangian for the eld by taking the seond variation of EinsteinHilbert
Lagrangian with respet to the metri perturbation hµν around the at bakground [7℄.
The resulting Lagrangian appeared rst in the textbook [8℄ and will be referred to as
Wentzel Lagrangian,
LW =
1
4
(−hµν;αhµν;α + 2h
µν;αhαµ;ν − 2h
µν
;νh;µ + h
;µh;µ) (12)
with h ≡ gµνhµν and gµν is the at spaetime metri in arbitrary oordinates. The
Lagrangian and the eld equations are gauge invariant and again the harmoni gauge
hµν ;ν = 0 = h is most onvenient (the ovariant derivatives are introdued for later
use). As is well known, the theory is defetive for there is no gauge invariant energy
momentum tensor for hµν : both the anonial [9℄ and the variational (metri) energy
momentum tensors [7, 10℄ are gauge dependent and annot be improved. This is a
partiular ase of a generi situation where the variational energymomentum tensor
(hereafter denoted as the stress tensor) does not inherit the symmetries of the under-
lying Lagrangian [11℄. As a onsequene it is impossible to attah a physial meaning
to the loal distribution of energy already for a linear spin2 eld. Only in speial
ases, e.g. for plane waves, one an use a partiular gauge and then the anonial
energymomentum tensor may be invariant under the remaining gauge transformations
[9℄. This notion of loal energy has, however, a limited meaning.
In general relativity the (matter) stress tensor ats as the soure of gravity and one
expets that it plays a distinguished role also for the linearized gravity itself, though it
is not gauge invariant. Wentzel Lagrangian is expressed in terms of ovariant derivatives
and formally assuming that the metri gµν in (12) is arbitrary, one may use the standard
denition to alulate the tensor. It is very ompliated [11℄ and we apply the harmoni
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gauge ondition to simplify it, then it reads
TWµν (h, η) = −hµν;αβh
αβ − 2hαβ;(µhν)
α;β +
1
2
hαβ;µh
αβ
;ν + 2hµ
α;βhν(α;β)
+
1
4
gµν
(
−hαβ;σhαβ;σ + 2h
αβ;σhσα;β
)
. (13)
This expression holds only in at spaetime sine in deriving it one assumes that the
ovariant derivatives ommute. In Cartesian oordinates the general solution for hµν is
given by eq. (9) and the total fourmomentum for the eld is
P µ =
1
c
∫
R3
TW0µ d3x =
1
4c
∫
∞
−∞
d3k
k0
aαβ(k)a
αβ(k) kµ. (14)
Clearly this formula agrees with (10) and (11) for a suitably hosen normalization fa-
tor in TWµν . These expressions are invariant under the remaining gauge transformations
a′µν = aµν + ǫµkν + ǫνkµ. Furthermore, Deser and MCarthy [10℄ have proved a "folk
theorem" to the eet that under an arbitrary gauge transformation of a gauge invariant
quadrati Lagrangian (i.e. LW or any other equivalent to it in Minkowski spae) the
stress tensor omputed "on shell" (the eld equations hold) is varied only by superpo-
tential terms. A superpotential term, by its onstrution, gives no ontribution to the
Poinaré generators. In other terms the Poinaré generators are gauge invariant. This
means that the total P µ evaluated in the harmoni gauge using eq. (14) is equal to
the fourmomentum evaluated in any other gauge or without any gauge (beyond the
harmoni gauge eqs. (9)(11) and (13)(14) are not valid). The gauge invariane of
the total P µ together with the gauge dependene of the stress tensor implies that while
P µ is numerially the same when omputed in any gauge, the integrand in eah ase
is dierent from that in the seond integral in (14). When P µ is omputed in lassial
eletrodynamis in various gauges, in eah ase the integrand has a form dierent from
that in eq. (7) but its value for a given k is always the same. Yet in the linearized
gravity the integrand has both dierent forms and dierent values for various gauges.
This is why the standard interpretation [6℄ of (11) as the number of gravitons with the
momentum h¯ kµ raises doubts.
The exat nonlinear general relativity is dierent in this aspet from any linear eld
theory. Due to the priniple of equivalene the notion of loal distribution of energy
is meaningless (this is a stronger ause than the gauge noninvariane in the linearized
gravity) and one should searh for the relationship between the quantum and the lassi-
al theory in a dierent way. It is ommonly aepted that exat purely radiative elds
are desribed by the planefronted gravitational waves with parallel rays (pp waves) [12℄.
Comparing the Weyl tensor for pp waves with the Maxwell eld strength for a plane
eletromagneti wave one nds similarities permitting analogous physial interpretation
[12, 13℄. A sublass of pp waves, the plane wave manifolds, are geodesially omplete
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and for this reason are regarded as lassial analogues of gravitons [12, 14℄. However
energy onsiderations indiate that this interpretation is not well grounded. Although
the pp waves are exat solutions of the nonlinear vauum Einstein eld equations, they
also onstitute their own linear approximation (sometimes this feature is used as an
argument supporting that these spaetimes orrespond to gravitons). As a onsequene
the total energy assigned to these solutions is always zero. In fat, in the ADM ap-
proah to gravitational energy of a solution one introdues a pseudotensor dened as
the quadrati and higher order terms part in the deomposition of Rii tensor in the
metri perturbations hµν . A physial meaning has only the total ADM energy being
a surfae integral of the pseudotensor over a sphere at spatial innity (assuming that
the spaetime is asymptotially at there). For the pp waves the full Rii tensor is
equal to its linear approximation, hene the pseudotensor and the total ADM energy
are zero (regardless of that the plane waves are not asymptotially at). One annot
view plane gravitational waves as a lassial low energy approximation to a swarm of
quantum partiles arrying energy.
In ordinary quantum mehanis one assoiates with any mirosopi objet having
rest mass and energy E (elementary partile, nuleus, atom) a quantum wave of fre-
queny ω and assumes E = h¯ω. Contrary to the ase of eletromagneti eld, eqs. (7)
and (8), one annot reognize this frequeny on lassial grounds. In fat, if a miro-
sopi system has a lassially dened length sale λ it may be used to formally dene
a frequeny ωcl = 2πc/λ; this frequeny, however, is unrelated to the true quantum
frequeny E/h¯. For instane, the lassial eletron radius e
2
mc2
is some hundred times
smaller than the quantum eletron Compton wavelength h¯/mc. One expets that the
same holds for these gravitational elds whih are analogous in a sense to lassial par-
tiles. A blak hole is essentially an elementary objet whih annot be deomposed
into its onstituent parts and is as fundamental as the eletron. The stati blak hole of
massM denes its length sale, the horizon radius rg =
2GM
c2
, and the lassial frequeny
ω
l
= pic
3
GM
is assigned to it. Sine the length sale is not independent from the blak
hole energy E a bizarre relation arises,
E =
πc5
Gωcl
;
learly ωcl has nothing to do with a hypothetial quantum frequeny whih might be
assoiated with the blak hole in quantum gravity.
In standard quantum eld theory the partilewave duality establishes a universal
orrespondene between energy (mass) and frequeny. This orrespondene is inonsis-
tent with lassial general relativity. In Einstein's theory (and in other metri theories
of gravity) a good notion of energy is provided only by the total ADM energy. This
notion of energy has a unique status in general relativity. In no other theories of physis
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is energy eetively a harge and the same holds for momentum. In lassial eletrody-
namis, where all the relevant alulations an expliitly be done, the eletromagneti
eld of a system of harges an be deomposed at the spatial innity into the radia-
tive eld whih gives no ontribution to the total harge as being transversal and the
"Coulomb eld" whih falls o as r−2. The latter an be spetrally deomposed into
longitudinal waves with zero frequeny [4℄. Thus the eletri harge is universally asso-
iated with lassial zero frequeny waves. We emphasize that in general relativity the
Poinaré generators being harges are alulated as integrals over a twosphere at the
spatial innity. This means that the energy and momentum of an asymptotially at
spaetime are zero frequeny harateristis of this spaetime. In onsequene this im-
plies that any general relationship between energy and frequeny is a priori impossible
and in partiular the Einstein formula E = h¯ω annot hold.
5 Conlusions
The standard notion of the graviton as a quantum of the radiation gravitational eld,
whih is akin to the photon, may be justied (with some reservation) only in the frame-
work of the linearized gravity (whih itself is a defetive theory). In this theory it gives
rise to an amusing large number oinidene between the number of gravitons radiated
away by solar planets in a time interval equal to the wave period and the number of
nuleons in these planets. In full (nonlinear) general relativity the (ADM) energy is,
for fundamental reasons, unrelated to wave phenomena, in partiular it is disonneted
from the wave frequeny. This statement does not mean that gravitons do not exist.
If gravitons as quanta of a quantum gravitational eld do exist, their properties are
dierent from those of photons in QED. The nature of gravitons may be determined
only in the framework of full quantum theory of gravity and without knowing it one
an say nothing about them. The ase of eletromagnetism is misleading in this aspet:
either lassial general relativity bears no traes of quantum eets at all or the traes
of gravitons are dierent from those of photons and at present are unreognizable in the
theory. In partiular one annot expet that in the low energy lassial approximation
the gravitons may be interpreted as the pp waves.
Here it has been assumed that the gravitational eld arries a fundamental interation
and as suh is of quantum nature. If gravity is an "emergent" phenomenon, i.e. if it
arises as a kind of averaging of other elementary interations [15℄, then quantization of
it makes no sense.
The authors are grateful to Henryk Arod¹, Leonid Grishhuk and Jakub Zakrzewski
for helpful omments and disussions.
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